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MODULI OF CONTINUITY IN R" AND D C R"

BY

Z. DITZIAN1

Abstract. The r modulus of continuity for/E C{R") is expressed in terms of r

moduli of continuity in n independent directions. Generalizations to other spaces of

functions on R" or D C R" are also given.

1. For a function/(x), x E R", the r modulus of continuity is given by

t»Xf,t)= sup |a;/(*)|
(11) w*'

where \f(x) =f(x + h) - f(x) and A', = AA(A'-').

Examining ur(f, t), one observes that

(1.2) «,(/,/)=   Sup    Sup |A'Ae/(x)|    where5n_, = {j-G 7T: |.y|= 1}.
eeS„_| 0</j«i

In other words, the r modulus of continuity is the supremum on all directional

moduli of continuity which are given by

(1.3) aXf,t,e)= Sup |A^/(x)|.
0«/!«i
xER"

We will show in this paper that if ur(f, t, et) = 0(ta), a < r, for n independent,

e¡, e, E Sn_x, then ur(f, t) — 0(ta). It is obvious that the information for n — 1

directions is not sufficient. It will be shown by example that ur(f, t, e,) = O(f) for

n directions does not imply ur(f, t) — 0(tr). In fact, our "Marchaud-type" estimate

will yield, in such a case, ur(f, t) = 0(tr log 1/0 and the examples will show that in

the C(R") norm this is sharp. These results remain true for function spaces defined

on R" or T" (where/defined on7 = [-it, it] is 2tt periodic) for which translation is

an isometry and with appropriate choice of e, • • • e„ to function spaces on 7?+ for

which translation is a contraction. (For f(x), x G (R+)n, or x¡ > 0, we choose

e,,. ..,enE R"+ nS„_,, where 5„_] is the unit sphere in Rn.)

Finally the results will be proved in such a way that generalizations to C(D) for

some domains D will follow as well as to Lp(D) and other function spaces which are

lattice compatible and satisfy some mild restrictions.
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612 Z. DITZIAN

The key to these results is a " Marchaud-type" result for mixed differences. Mixed

differences were expressed in terms of directional differences in the elegant Kemper-

man Lemma [3, pp. 123-124] but there an explicit use of all directional moduli of

continuity is made and here only n directions are necessary.

2. Mixed differences. The main tool of our paper is a combinatorial estimate

which is of the same nature as the Marchaud inequality in R that yields

(2.1) .k(f,t)^ckt^^J;u)du + \\f^.

The present result is different in content but similar in form.

For example, for r = 2 in R2 the mixed difference is given by

(2.2) Aheàkeif(x) =f(x + hex + ke2) - f(x + hex) -f(x + ke2) +f(x).

We can now write

(2.3) àheàkeJ(x) - \A2heA2keJ(x) = ¡A2heJ(x) + iA2keJ(x)

-\A\eJ{x + ke2)-\A\eJ{x + hex)

-iAi,/(* + 2ke2) - \A2ksJ(x + 2hex).

To use (2.3) and similar estimates for Lp(D) where D is not 7?" or R"+ , we will use

the fact that we have the difference at certain points related to x rather than the

maximum, but just illustrate the type of results we recall that, in C(R2), (2.3) implies

(2-4)    \AheAheJ{x)\<\\A2heA2kcJ(x)\+^2{f,h,ex)+^2(f,k,e2)

or

\AheAheJ(x)\^\ :Z4-{u2{f,2>h,ex) + to2(f,2'k,e2)} + 4-+1||/||.
i=0

Choosing n so that 2"h = a, 2"k — b, we have

(2.5)   IVA^/MI* cW SÍLMa* + rfStLFàt, + bHfl
{     Jh u} Jk u¡ J

It would be nice to have a closed formula like (2.3) for higher differences but I

found such formulae only for r — 2,3 and 4, and the estimate for r = 3, 4 would not
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imply as good a result for a finite domain D and for R"+ as that of r = 2 above or

the general case below.

We define E(h)f(x) = f(x + h) and state our result for mixed differences.

Theorem 2.1. For a bounded function f(x) defined on x + B where B is the

parallelepiped spanned by aiei 2f=, k¡ = r, k¡ > 0, and 2phl = a¡, we have

(2.6)

K.."-tf*;../(*)|<C     2   i[^rA(a],...,an)\f(x)\

\ k~¥=0

+   2     2  2-%{M2'hx,...,M2'hn)\Ar2,heJ(x)\
i=l    /=o

/t,^0

where a¡ = h¡ = 0 if k¡ = 0, N and M are integers which depend only on r and

(kx,...,kn), andA¡ is given by

Ai(r}x,...,-qn) = 2*^(2*/,«'

where w¡¡ > 0, 2; Wfy = 1 a«<7 0 < h¡ < tj,. Neither A¡( • ■ • ) «or C depend on f or x.

Remark 2.2. (a) If the interest were just in showing that ur(f, t,e¡) = 0(ta)

implies ur(f,t) = 0(ta) for a < r, we could prove the theorem with only 2 dimen-

sions and the rest would follow easily.

(b) If the interest were just in R", T" or R"+ the expression would be simplified by

dropping the averages (and writing maxima of the differences instead). The same is

true for the theorem on C(D), D C 7?", but not for Lp(D), for example.

3. Mixed differences; proof of the result. In this section we will prove Theorem 2.1

in the general form that will be the basis for our results in later sections.

Proof of Theorem 2.1. We recall that in proving the one-dimensional

Marchaud-type inequality (see Timan [6, p. 105]) one has, for x and h in R,

(3.1) A\hf(x) - 2kA\f{x) = *2     2    (Î)a*A+,/0 + "a)-

We can, with no change in the proof, replace x G R by x G R", and h E Rby he,

e E S„_|, and have
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(3.2)    A\j{x) = 2-kAk2hef{x)-2-kkÍ    2    ( J )A£ '/(x + vhe)

forO </z,e G 5,'«-!■

To estimate Akh\et • • • ùfy f(x) we may proceed using (3.2) as long as/is defined on

x + 2 P/Aje, for the appropriate p,/.,?, which will be guaranteed by the condition that

/is defined on x + B. We write, for r = kx + ■ ■ ■ +kn,

I A* i     ■ • ■ AA»     ft x)\ s£ 2"*i|aai     Aa'2     • • • Aa»     f( x)\
uA,í-| ^h„e„J\x)\^- L       \a2h,e,L1h2e, ah„e„J\X)\

k,-\

+ 2*i  2  "tfOlAl&'A*^ • ■ ■ A*A>„/(x + vhxex)\
v=0

c2-r|A^...---A*ve/(x)2äi<-

A,-l

- 2 k 2 kU)[ nW2ü( n At,|A^;/(x + ̂ e7),
7=1 * = 0 \ 1=1 / \ i=y+l

where wv(j) > 0 and 2*¿¿' w„(j) = 1 since

*y-i     k,

2    2
» = 0  ii = i'+ 1

= k,2k,-X

Continuing the above process by starting from U"=xAyhef(x) and later from

n;=,A#    /(*),wehave

(3.3)    |A*.iei---A^/(x)|<  2 2-/r2 T*7 2 *,0)-tr V   It    '
*,-l

X

/ = 0 7=1 >* = 0

7-1

2-(/»-Af)/-2ri, /-ii

We need to choose N such that/(x) is defined for

*+{(*,+ l) + (*,-l)}2V.,

or

2kJ2"-NhJ<a},

but in order to continue our estimate, we choose 2kj2p  Nh] <2r2p  Nh] < a^/L + 1

where L = n(r - 2) + I and therefore 2'(p~N)r2r *£ C(h:/af)r where C does not
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depend on /, a or h;. We have completed the first step in our proof that has L

similar steps where L = n(r — 2) + 1. In fact, for the case r = 2 we can deduce our

theorem from (3.3) since for kj =£ 0, kj■+ 1 = 2 and we have

\A2ahieA2hij\^2A(-,...,-)\A2hJ(x)\.

We observe that in (3.3) we expressed mixed differences by sums of mixed

differences of higher order by 1. The induction hypothesis is that after K steps we

have the estimate

(3.4)    |tfvi,.---Afc../(*)|<c*2  [%)rA(ax,...,an)\f(x)\
k,^0 v     '

p-N

+ CK 2  2-"    2     As{M2'hxex,...,M2'hnen)
1=0 SED(K)

II  *V.,f(X)
1=1

p-N

+ CK 2  2-" 2 ^(M2V,,-..,M2V,,)K,,,/(*)|
/=0 i=!

*,#0

= 7(1)+ 7(2)+ 7(3),

where A is such that the points in A¡( ) \U"=iA%ihJ(x)\ satisfy y G x +

(K + l)B/(n(r - 2) + 2), and D(K) is all i = (sx,... ,s„) such that s, = 0 if k¡ = 0,

sx + • • • +sn = r + K and s¡ < r. We will now show that after K + 1 steps we have

a similar estimate with K + 1 replacing K. We have to estimate only 7(2). We

estimate |LT,"=i, k^A\thJ(x)\ in very much the same way as (3.3) was estimated

where s, replaces k¡, r + K replaces r, and 2'h¡ replaces h¡. Instead of the above

expression at x we have really an average of the expressions of this type at finitely

many points which because of previous choice belong to

x + (K+ l)B/{n(r-2) + 2).

We can now write

n ^%eif(x)
i=i

k,¥=0

p-l-N n      ,       «y-1

c 2  rmiK+r) 2 jsj 2 w,U)
m = 0 7=1 i/ = 0

X

7-1

2-(p-N-l)(r+K)n

Ü2-"4fWVl       u  ^-m, (^-v/W + '^-Vy)
1=7+ 1
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We sum the estimate above for terms of the type A(- ■ ■)\U."=X k ̂ 0 As2ih f(x)\ for all

/ in (3.4) and one particular sequence (sx,... ,sn) and have, using K + r > r, the

choice of N and t = m + I,

p-N

2 2-'~rA(M2lhu...,M2'h„)
1 = 0

p-N

n av/(x)
(=i

A,7^0

2 2-'r2-(p-N-'*r+K)A(a.,a„)\f(x) \
1 = 0

p-N t n

+ C 2 2-'r 2 2""* 2 Aj(M,2'hx,...,Mx2'hn)
m = 0 7=1r = 0

7-1

n 2-°<a%,+
i=i

2l+,h,e,

/ = /+!

n ^%e¡whx f{x)
=7+1

C,Ml ,4(a,,...,a„)|/(x)

p-N

■c, 2 2-"2^(M12'v-<Mi2U
7=1

X

r=0

i=i
n AxJA^;e,/(x)

=7+i
/(i) + y(2).

/(2) contains elements of the type in 7(2) of (3.4) for K + 1 (instead of K) but in the

case Sj + 1 = r for some/ the term in question would belong to those of type in 7(3),

we separate them accordingly and obtain (3.4) for K + 1.

In the step L = n(r — 2) + 1 we do not have any term left representing the analog

of 7(2) in (3.4), as 2 st■ = r + n(r — 2) + 1 = n(r — 1) + 1 and at least one of the 5,

has to be r, and therefore the term would belong anyway to 7(3), and we complete

our proof.

4. Directional differences in C(7*"), C(T") and C(R'[). In this section we state

and prove the result in C(R"), C(T") and C(R"+ ) as corollaries of Theorem 2.1.

Theorem 4.1. Let e be any direction in R" or T" and e, ■ ■ • e„ any n independent

vectors that belong to Sn_x. Then for f E LX(R") or f G LK(T"), we have

«Xf,t,e)<crm + c2t'f^e>)
,= ,    Jl ur+x

(4.1) -du

and C does not depend on f.

We observe that the condition in the theorem is / G LX(R") not / G C(7?") but

for wr(/; u, e¡) = o(l), u -> 0 + , more than just/ G C(R") is implied.

The situation on LX(R"+ ) is somewhat more complicated; we define wr(/, t, e) =

Sup0</ls:,Supx,x+rheeRi\ArhJ(x)\ and can state
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Theorem 4.2. Let e E S„_, and ex,... ,en any n independent vectors that belong to

S„_, fl Rn+ ,then

(4.2)      «,(/, t, e) < Ann + 2 ^1"r(y,'e,)^) = '(')■

Moreoue/-,

(4.3) Sup   Sup
0<A,>Sr    x

n A*Vie,/(*)
(=i

I(t)    where 2^i = r

a«d C does not depend on f or x (but does depend on r, n and for (4.2) also on

ex •••«„)•

Remark 4.3. We prove Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 directly rather than use the result for

C(D), because this simpler situation is easier to generalize to other spaces, and the

result is on 7?" or R"+ rather than on 7), C D.

Proof of Theorems 4.1 and 4.2. Conditions of our theorems would imply that,

for all x in the domain, x + 2 aiei is also in the domain for ai > 0 (the domain being

R", T" or 7?+ ). We choose aj = 1 and proceed recalling

A{M2'hx,...,M2lh„)\Ar2thieif(x)\<Ur(f,2'h,,el)

and using monotonicity of ur(f, u, e¡) and of u to deduce

p-N p-N

2 2-%{M2'hx,...,M2'hn)\Ar2%eif(x)\<  2 2-»Ur{f,2lhi,ei)
1=0 1=0

= h{^ tULÏhlîl2% = hr2r+X f^r(f,Ue,)du
' 1=0      (2'/ï,)r+I K      "r+1

Therefore (2.6) implies (4.3) for LX(R"), LX(T") and LX(R"+). To prove (4.1) we

write e = 2 a,e, and recall E(y)f(x) = f(x + y).

A'hef(x) = {E(h(axex + a2e2 +■■■ +anen)) - l)rf(x)

= {{E(haxex) - I) + E(haxex){E(ha2e2) - I)

+ ■■■ +E(h(axex + ■■■ +an_xen_x)){E(hanen) - /)}''f(x)

which is a finite sum of elements of the type E(y)Ul Ak¿¡e¡ where 1k¡ = r and

y — x = 2ßjei with ß, between zero and afrh¡, which concludes the proof of

Theorem 4.1.

In the proof of Theorem 4.2 we have already shown that (4.3) follows Theorem 2.1

and the argument above, but for the estimate (4.2) we have to be more careful as the

above procedure may take us out of R"+ . (That could not happen if R"+ is formed by

2 a,e, for a, > 2.) Let us, therefore, rearrange e, so that in 2 a,e, = e, a, > 0 for

i «sy, and a, < 0 for i > j. Then y = x + kh 2/= | a¡e¡ + 2"=,+1 hl¡a¡ej for l¡ < k is in

R"+ since x + khe G R"+ and
n n

y = x + khe-   2   (k ~ l,)aihe,< = x + khe +    2   ft**/.       A > °-
1=7+1 j-7+1
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We now set

(E(he) - IY = (\E(he) - E{hem)] +[E{hem) - /])'

where e* — 2/=, a,e, and

(E(he)-I)r= 2 (rk)[E{heJ - l]"~r 7-i/t   2   «,«,)-/   £(^*)-
A=0 \     i=7+l /

On each of the terms (E(he^) - I)k~r and (75(/i2"=/+1 a,<?,) - I)kE(kheif), we

follow the earlier procedure, but since x and x + khe belong to R"+ so does

x + khe* + hl%j+xallle¡ for /, < k.

Remark 4.4. One could have used integrals in a similar way to that of [3 or 4], as

will be explained in §7, to overcome the above minor combinatorial difficulty. This

would be more standard but somewhat more complicated. If e¡ are those forming

7?+ , that difficulty would not have arisen. In §7 we use the present technique where

we cannot use Stekelov-type integrals and vice versa.

5. Moduli of continuity in other spaces and for semigroups. The theorem of the last

section can be extended to multivariate semigroups of contractions on a Banach

space. T(t) is a semigroup of contractions on a Banach space B if T(t)f and /belong

to B for t E Rh+ , t G R" or t E T", T(tx + t2)f= T(tx)T(t2)f, and \\T(t)f\\ ^ ||/||.

(From the last mentioned it follows that if t E R" or t E T", we have a group of

isometries.)

We define the r directional modulus of continuity for e G R'[ nSn_x (or in case of

a group of isometries no restriction on e) by

(5.1) ccr(T(-)f,u,e,B) = Sup   Sup  \\(T(ve) - I)rT(t)f\\B.
t     0<u=Si/

For t and t + rhe in 7?^ , and (T(he) - I)rT(t) defined by

r
-k   r

,-u
A=0

the definition of a semigroup implies the right-hand side exists. (We could have

defined it using an argument similar to that used in proving (4.2). This would have

been equivalent but (5.2) is somewhat easier to handle.)

We can now state our theorem.

Theorem 5.1. Let T(t) be a multivariate semigroup of contractions on a Banach

space B,tER"+,tER"ortE T", then for f G B and both t0 and t0 + rhe belonging

to R"+ (for a group on R" or T" the last condition is dropped), we have

(5.2) (T(he)-l)rT(t)= 2 (-iy-k('k)T(t + khe),

(5.3)     ||(7« - l)rT(t0)f\\B < cWl| + ̂  2 friTf.u^B)
I i=i  h u

du)

where (T(he) — I)rT(t0) is defined by (5.2), e, •••e„ are independent vectors in

Sn_, n R"+ , or in 5„_, in case of a group on R" or T", and C depends only on r, n and

e¡. (If e = 2"=ia,e, and M = max,|a,|, C depends only on r, n and M.)
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For a Banach space B of functions, measures or generalized functions on 7?+ for

which translation is a contraction, we can write

(5.4) u>r(f,u,e,B) =   Sup Sup        \\Arhef(-+x0)\\B,
0<h*Su x0

xa,xa + rhe<=R"+

and in case R" or T" replace 7?+ we have,

(5-5) o>r(f,u,e,B)=   Sup  \\Arhef(-)L-
0«/is:«

The above formulae will yield the result moduli of continuity for Lp(R") or

Lp(Rn+), l^p<K>.

We have the following corollary of Theorem 5.1.

Corollary 5.2. Let B be a Banach space of functions, measures or generalized

functions on R"+ (or R" or T") for which translation is a contraction (or an isometry).

Then for n independent, e, G Sn_, Pi R"+ (e¿ E Sn_x) and a unit vector e, we have

(5.6) ol(/, h, e, B) ̂  c{a'||/|| + *'J £"'( f'"£' *] <*«}

where C depends only on r, n and ex ■ ■ ■ en.

Proof of Theorem 5.1. We choose g G Ti*, ||g||B, = 1, and obtain (T(t)f, g) =

F(t), and 7^(0 is a function on R"+ (or 7?" or T") which is bounded by ||/||fl • ||g||B.

= ||/||s. Therefore, F(t) satisfies the conditions of Theorems 4.1 and 4.2,

<or(F(t), h, e) < Chr\\F\\ + C 2 hr(]03riF,";e,)du
,= X      Jh W

<œm + cih'f^Tit)f;+u;e''B)du
;=i    •'o ur

since

<¿r{F,u,ei) = Sup|A'AeF(0|<Sup||(r(í,e,.) - l)rT(t)f\\B.

t t

We choose t0 and tj < h such that t0, t0 + r\re E R"+ and WA^^t^fW >

ur(T(t)f, h, e) - e. We choose g G 77*, ||g|| = 1 such that

|A'„eF(/0)| =|(A;er(i0)/, g)\>\\XveT(to)f\\B - e > «,(lt0/, h,e)-2e

but | AreF(t0)\< ur(F(t), h, e) and e can be arbitrarily small, which completes the

proof.

Remark 5.3. (a) In the case of function spaces we have T(t)f(x) — f(x + t) and

(T(t)f, g>= jf(x + t)g(x) dx as was done in [1].

(b) We did not require T(t) to be strongly continuous.

6. The case a = r. In an earlier section it was proved that in R" (and, in fact, for

other domains), ur(f, h, e¡) < Mh" for n independent e,, and a < r implies that

ur(f, h,e) < Kha for any direction e. In the case a = r the result proved implied
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(or(/, h, e) < Khrlog(l/h). In the following example it will be shown that this

estimate is sharp.

Example 6.1. Let \p(x, y) G C0°°; that is, \p has compact support and all deriva-

tives, and let ip(x, y) = 1 for x2 + y2 *£ 1. We define

f(x,y) = ^(x, y)xylog{x2 + y2)    and   /(0,0) = 0.

It is not hard to see that \A2he f(x, y)\< Mh2 for e, = (1,0) and e2 = (0,1), while

sup|A\ef(x, y)\~ Kh2lo%(l/h)  in  other directions.  Also  the mixed  difference

sup|A^A^2/(x,>0|~7i/i2log(l//i).

Example 6.2. For R" and the standard basis e¿ and a given r, we have

/ " \ í " r'
f(xx,...,xn) = t(xx,...,xn)\ ][xk>   log    2 xf\

\1=1     /      \ 1=1* A,^0

and /(0, 0,...,0) = 0 where iK*„. • ■ ,x„) G C0°° and \j/(xu. . . ,xn) = 1 for

|(jC|,...,xn)|< 1 and 2rc, = r. If at least two k¡ are different from 0, then all

&V(/, /z, <?,) = 0(//r) in the C(7?") norm but for the vector e = (1/ -Jñ)(l, 1,..., 1),

for example, ur(f,h,e) = 0(hrlog(l/h)) in C(R").

The above situation does not hold in Lp, 1 < p < oo. In fact, one can deduce from

known results the following

Theorem 6.3. If f has compact support, f E Lp(R") for 1 <p < oo and

wr(/, h, e¡, Lp) — 0(hr) for n independent e¡, then ur(f, h, e, Lp) = 0(hr) for any

direction e. (Also all mixed differences of order r can be estimated by 0(hr).)

Proof. For /G Lp(R"), 1 <p < oo, and ur(f, h, e¡, Lp) = 0(hr), we actually

have /, 8//3x„...,(3/3x,)7 in Lp and J(d/dxi)Jfdxi = (d/dxiy~xf for /«r

(where the derivatives are the strong Lp derivatives) and ||(9/3x,)''/||/, =£

supA h~rur(f, h, e¡, Lp). This is a classical result in essence. However, appropriate

minor modification of the results of Hardy-Littlewood and of Berens-Butzer to

adjust to R" and the present situation are much more cumbersome than the

following proof.

Our condition that h~rArhe /is in a ball in L , and therefore so is h~JAJhe fforj *£ r

which implies h~JA{e f for j < r, has a weak* accumulation point which we call </>•.

For 1 < p < oo the weak* closure is in Lp and \\^\\ < Sup\\h-JAJhef\\L . For <// G C^

(C°° functions with compact support)

(A-yAi,//,*)=(/,A->A/»./*)-(-iy//,(^)V|=(^,^)

or, in other words, since C^ is dense in L?, <7"' + /7"1 = 1, <fy = (8/3x,)j'/ where the

derivative is taken in the distributional sense (and therefore <f>- is unique as an
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accumulation point). Define (g(x))h = h ' f0h g(x + ue¡) du and recall that for g G

Lp, limA_0+ gh(x) = g(x) in Lp and a.e. For 1 </ < r we have

((*),.♦)- <*.<«*>- -(v, (£)<*>-.}=-(*,-, (i^J
= -((«-.),. £+)=(4<«->"*)=(Ka-"*)

or (<i>7)A = /r'AA(,fy_| but (</>7-)A -» <fy in 7^ and therefore so does h~xAhe<j>j_,.

Using a result'by Ilin [2, p. 301], we have \\D"f\\p « C{2r=,||(3/3x,')7||/, + ||/||}
where v = (v,...,vn) and vx + •■■ +vr<r. This would yield an estimate of all

mixed derivatives and therefore a derivative in any direction e satisfies ||(3/3£)'/||/,

< 7v{2;=|||(3/3x,)7||;, + \\f\\p) and hence «//, h, e, Lp) = 0(hr). One should note

that when r is even a more accessible source for the above is Stein's text [5, p. 114] as

2(3/3x,r = P(D) is elliptic and \\P(D)f\\p < lUilW^YfW,.
Remark 6.4. It is not known to me whether for LX(R") we have the sharp estimate

by 0(hrlog(l/h)). (We cannot hope for an analog to Theorem 6.3.)

7. The result for C(D), Lp(D) and other spaces. We define for a domain D,

DER", the constant a, and n independent vectors ex,...,e„, the domain

Da(ex,...,en)by

Da = Da(ex,...,en) = {x; x + Ba(ix,.. .,/„) C D for some vector of

(7.1) integers (/",,...,/'„) where

Ba(/1)...)i/I) = [0,(-l)'>ae,]X---X[0,(-l)'"ae„].

We always have Da C D. If D is a box with sides parallel to e,, and a small enough

then, Da = D and the same is true if D = {2 £,e„ £,• > 0} but in most cases Da is

strictly smaller than D.

We will observe a few properties common to many Banach spaces that will be

needed in the theorem below.

Definition 7.1. A Banach space will satisfy condition A if

(a)/(x) G B implies f(x + h) E B, x, h E R",

(b)f E B and E measurable implies x(E)f(x) E B,

(c) |/|<|g| (and/, g G 77) implies ||/|| < ||g||.

Definition 7.2. A Banach space will satisfy condition B if it satisfies condition A,

its elements are locally Lebesgue integrable and ||/(- +h) — f(-)\\B = o(l), \h\-> 0,

h E R". (And therefore \\(l/h)f0h f(-+ue) du~f(-)\\B = o(l) as h - 0, h G R.)

It is clear that C(7i") does not satisfy condition A but Lp(R"), 1 *£/> < oo, does

and so do many other spaces. The following results will apply to C(R") or C(D)

through LX(R") or LX(D). (Lx(Rn) does not satisfy condition B while Lp for

1 < p < oo doe's.) We also define

(7.2) D(he)=    H   {-rje + Z)}.
0«7)«/i
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Definition 7.3. The r directional modulus of continuity is given by

(7.3) «,(/, h, e, 75(7))) = sup||x(0(rije))A;f/||B.

We are now able to state and prove our theorem.

Theorem 7.1. For a Banach space B satisfying condition A, n independent unit

vectors e,,... ,e n, and integers k, satisfying k, + ••• +kn = r,wehave

(7.4)

ixd>.v&, -M-../I.« c(lx<D)/ii.*' + i"7;"'(/,";r;,,J(c>)^)

w/zere C depends only on r, n and a (and not on Bh, f, D and e¡). For e = 2 a,e,,

| a,- |*S Ai, | e | = 1 we have

(7.5)    ||x(^jA^/i¡B<c(||x(73)/||B^+2^"r(/l",rer,g(Z)))^)
i = i

where D*Mh = {x; x + B*Mh C Da) where

B?Mh ={y,y= Iß.e.and |j8,|< rMh)

and C depends only on M, a and r.

If condition B is satisfied or our Banach space is  C(D) and  the interval

[x, x + rhe] C Da, then

(7.6)    l[x(^)A;e/|lB<cf||x(Z?)/||BA-+ 2 yr^^'^lj
I ,= i    '* « /

where C depends on a, r, and e, ■ • • e„ only.

Proof. Using (2.6) for x E Da and recalling that for such x,

\\x(Da)\Arueif{-+2'hxex + -'-+2'hsH)H<0r(f,u,elB(D))

and, therefore, simply using the lattice compatibility and the triangle inequality, we

obtain (7.4). Actually Theorem 3.1 is proved in a way that is amenable to proving

(7.4). To prove (7.5) we recall that x E D*Mh guarantees that the process of writing

the directional difference in terms of mixed differences following Theorem 4.1 does

not take x out of Da. In fact, in view of Theorem 4.2, we can use a somewhat less

restrictive domain than D*Mh. However, for most spaces in question that would not

matter as one can prove the more general (7.6) if our Banach space satisfies

condition B as Lp, 1 </? < oo, do. If sets of the type {x, x + Ba(ix,.. .,in) C D]

cover Da, so do {x, x + Ba/2(ix,.. .,/„) C D) and in those the isolated points of Da

are not isolated. We treat the domains {x; x + Ba/2(ix,... ,.'„) C D) n Da one at a

time which we may because of lattice compatibility and which we, for convenience,
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call E-Ex n Da. But in each we may define

fh/ri(  \Y"Ar Ar
I \\-l>      a(«|+ ■■■+U,)e¡L*(Ur+x +---+«2r)«2

J0      v

■•• A(B„_„+I+-■•+«„)'. ~   M   'f(X)duX   ■■■dum-

Obviously, HxiT^T*)/*) — /(x)ll can be estimated by wr(f, h, e, 77(7))). Moreover, Fh

being just a Stekelov-type average, its mixed derivative of order r will be h'r times a

finite combination of mixed differences of order r that were already estimated in

(7.4). (This is the step in which we use condition B or our Banach spaces is C(D).)

This yields an estimate for the r derivative in the e direction of Fh and we complete

our theorem. We have to observe that we actually use the earlier part of the theorem

with a/2 instead of a and that at least one Ex contains x and part of [x, x + rhe]

i.e., [x, x + 8e].

Sometimes for a particular domain it is useful to use a finite but bigger collection

of vectors e¡. For instance, if we discuss the simplex (0,0), (0,1) and (1,0) for D, it is

useful to have the vectors (0,1), (1,0) and (l/\/2)(l, 1), and D is the union of Da

generated by two of the above 3 vectors (3 different Da with small enough a, say a

- i ). This and similar situations are important for actual approximation problems

while not crucial for the present question. Of particular use will be a situation in

which D is covered by finitely many Da which are generated by subsets of ex ■ ■ • ek;

but while for a very general D (see Sharpley [4]) there exists such a collection

ex ■ ■ ■ ek, our problem here is, however: given the fixed collection, on what part of D

is the result valid? If the result is valid on 7), • • • Dh then it is valid on their union.

Remark. We can choose a to be small and Da will be close to D. Moreover, when

cor(/, /.,<?,, 77(7))) < Mha, a < r, we can choose a *s Mhx~a/r and the constants will

depend on M rather than a.
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